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Micah S

on
12/20/2023




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Love this pistol, hands down the most reliable pistol I have ever had, thousands of rounds plus all sorts of self defense ammo and it never failed except for when I torture tested it in sloppy muddy conditions. 











Anthony S

on
03/31/2022




Rating:   3 of 5 Stars!










I love my CZ 75 in 9mm, but this one wasn’t quite as good. Had quite a few failures to feed from this one and wound up selling it. Smooth transaction from Bud’s though. Thanks! 











Cedric P

on
10/25/2020




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Excellent Choice If your looking for a 40 cal. 











Reno G

on
08/26/2019




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Just what I expected,couldn’t find this model and caliber anywhere. The price was below what I expected 











Lloyd C

on
06/01/2019




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Bud's is great. The CZ 75 B was one of the pistols I have wanted for a long time. What can I say? It's a CZ 75B. 











Mark H

on
05/30/2019




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










One of my favorite gun makers, CZ. I have had quite a bit of experience with this brand. I was truly amazed at the quality of this pistol as I have been with both their other pistols and several CZ rifles. The customer service is and has been top notch on at least two occasions. I even got some help with a 1950's CZ pistol.
All in all, I am a huge fan of this pistol and their other products.
 











Don M

on
02/25/2019




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great gun,great price this gun was shipped very fast to my FFL dealer. . Was perfect when it arrived great communication all though the buying process, have purchased several firearms from Buds and all transactions were flawless!,,,, 











Richard G

on
02/05/2019




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Solid steel, solid appeal. I’ve only put 20 rounds through this pistol but there’s nothing not to like. The night sights aren’t my favorite but they’re very adequate. The trigger is more than acceptable though I didn’t use the DA mode. The 10 shot clips must be an accommodation to some crazy state regulation and I’m presuming there’s an aftermarket option with greater capacity. I would say I now prefer this pistol to my MR Baby DE 40, also from Buds. The only feature I wish it had was a decocker/safety combination. 











Iolanthe W

on
01/22/2019




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Extremely pleased with my first-ever purchase from Bud's, a California-compliant .40 S&W CZ 75 B. Ordering was a breeze, and shipment to my (preferred) FFL was prompt. Best of all, the price, even without the cash discount (I used my credit card), was 150.00 less than my LGS! Needless to say, Bud's will be my first stop when contemplating future firearm acquisitions. Keep up the good work, and many thanks! 











Timothy A

on
01/16/2019




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










The 75 is the best shooter I have shot. I have 2- 9mm and 1- 40. After you get the trigger broke in it is a tack driver. I keep it close to me. Will never sell one. 











Clyde P

on
01/09/2019




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Shoots flawless pretty well balanced and shoots very straight. Ran all kinds of different ammo they it with no hiccups straight from the box. CZ very recommended 











Stuart S

on
12/19/2018




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Buds has A fair price and fast service. Received the weapon within three days. I have not fired the weapon yet. It looks to be in fine shape, but the case had a small crack. It may have happened during shipping. Things like that does not bother me. A purchase from Buds lacks the personal feel, but great for what it is. I would recommend them to anyone looking to purchase a firearm at a fair price. Thanks 











Markus H

on
07/30/2018




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Great gun.. fits well in my hand and shoots nice, very little recoil. Absolutely love the chrome trigger on it 











Wayne H

on
06/09/2018




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I like the .40 S&W cartridge. Since I already like my other 9mm CZs, I thought I would get the 75B in .40 S&W. The look and feel of the pistol is great, and the accuracy is excellent. I prefer rubber grips on my .40 pistols, so I ordered a pair with the CZ logo from CZ USA. For me, the grips made an already accurate pistol even more so. Needless to say, the pistol functions perfectly . . . I mean it is a CZ. 











Mark G

on
05/11/2018




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Got this pistol from Buds and took it to the range today. This is a very accurate pistol and easy to shoot. It appears to be an SP-01 upper on the 75B frame with a 40 cal barrel. The regular 75B upper has a 9mm barrel that is .500", a short guide rod and spring and a reduced width at the muzzle end. This upper is full width to the end with a .550" barrel and a full length guide rod and flatwire spring just like the SP-01. It is a real bargain for the price. You can use MecGar 19 round 9mm magazines which will hold 14, 40 cal cartridges. 











Steven A

on
09/13/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Wow was my first impression. Well made, tight and beautiful. Lots of positive responses at the range. Really nice double action trigger and zero issues on feed and accuracy. CZ quality is way above average. Buds shipped quick. 











William P

on
05/27/2017




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I have wanted a CZ pistol for a long time , but for what ever reason , they seem to always be in the "out stock category " , well , now I think I know why . Mine is the CZ-75b in 40 S&W . This is probably the most accurate 40 cal. pistol I have ever owned . Although I love any kind of 1911-style pistol , there is nothing that fits my hand like a CZ-75 . So far it has fed and fired all the ammo in my personal stock , from hollowpoints to flat nose full metal jackets, which in my experience , have more functional issues than hollowpoints . To sum it up , if you are straddling the fence on one of these pistols , and you can find one in stock , jump on it quick , you won't be sorry ! 











Randy R

on
04/22/2015




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I remember back when the CZ-75 first came out, they could not be imported to the United States - still well inside the "Cold War" at the time. So other companies sprang up to produce clone versions that could be imported such as Tanfoglio's "TZ-75" and EAA's "Witness", which is still available today. With the fall of the Soviet Union the wall came down and soon America could get its collective hands on the Real Thing! Kind of like owning a Colt 1911 versus any other of the endless brands of 1911, one doesn't need to qualify the CZ-75 because it's not "patterned after" it IS the original, and that carries a certain charm..."made in the Czech Republic" is kind of cool.... But at some point the gun must perform, and anyone familiar with Czech made firearms already knows they turn out top drawer goods and in fact have led the way in innovative design that others adopt. The CZ-75 is a sturdy, well built pistol designed with a reverse slide rail arrangement known for strength. The basic design was so good that the designers of the original Bren Ten adopted it for the development of the 10mm! At 35 ounces the service size pistol feels lighter, and with a 10 round mag inserted feels extremely well-balanced in the hand. The plastic grip panels add girth that exacerbates the already longish reach to the DA trigger which will cause anyone with less than a size 7-1/2 hand to have difficulty pulling through that first DA shot unless the hammer is kept at the "1/4" cock notch. However, the pistol has a nice thumb safety that allows "cocked and locked" carry which puts the trigger in a very nice spot that fits the hand perfectly! Grip ergos are superb, and the thumb safety if an easier swipe-off to my hand than the standard 1911 setup. It's positioned further forward which means my thumb pad engages it with maximum leverage, whereas on a 1911 "GI" style safety the portion of the thumb just ahead of the web of the hand does the duty...both work. Since the CZ-75B has a firing pin block, carrying it cocked and locked is perfectly safe...actually one could carry it cocked and UNlocked in holster that shrouds the trigger because the firing pin only unlocks when the trigger is pulled, which isn't much different from all the "safe action" systems around these days. The overall feel of the CZ-75B is akin to the Browning Hi-Power - slender nose, with the weight centered in the hand. Field stripping is pretty simple: Remove the mag, clear the chamber, hammer cocked, crack the slide to align the two index marks on the left side and push out the slide stop from the right side. Being new this pistol seems to need something hard to press against the slide stop pin, but it will loosen up over time I'm sure. With the slide stop out, retract the slide slightly, depress the trigger and the entire top end runs forward off the frame. Remove the polymer guide rod (see it's not just Glock that uses polymer guide rods) and flat coil spring, extract the barrel from the slide and the gun is stripped as far as CZ feels the end user should take it. Reassembly is just as easy going in reverse. With the barrel out I dropped a factory .40 S&W cartridge into the chamber and verified that it is in fact FULLY supported! The barrel looks to have a slightly more angled feed ramp that terminates just at the chamber mouth with a very slight relief, but no crescent shaped feed ramp cut-away as if common on a certain other brand of pistol! With its 4.6" barrel and fully supported chamber, the CZ-75 will have no trouble handling top loads from Underwoodammo and Buffalo Bore. High performance factory loads in .40 S&W put it well into the lower 10mm power spectrum. Recent 200 grain loads that equal most "milquetoast" "Big Box" name brand 10mm are available which make the .40 S&W a serious contender as a field backup. Sights are nicely "European bold" which is to say they are large and well-defined, yet not as blocky and thick as has become common on guns made in and for the U.S. market. I did find it hard to load the full 10 rounds into the mags, though they both seated with a solid click with the slide closed, and cycle the first round reliably. At the range,100 rounds of Remington 180 grain FMJ fed, fired, and ejected without a hitch. For me the pistol shoots to point of aim, and will print as good as I can hold. Even tried it on some 12" square steel poppers set out at 227 yards and was able to make contact consistently once I had the hold-over figured out. Overall this is a well-made, all steel pistol that will last many generations and provide reliable service. 











Thomas M

on
05/29/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Reading several reviews I thought I would buy my first CZ and I am so glad that I did. This gun is very accurate and easy to shoot with very little felt recoil. I have only shot 50 rounds through the pistol. Half of the rounds were Federal and half were reloads and everything fed and shoot without any problems. I own S&W, Springfield, Kimber, and Colt and this CZ is really a keeper. Great pistol at a great price. Bud's is my only place to shop and thanks for pricing. 











Dave S

on
02/16/2014




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










The quality of this gun is superb. It shoots like a dream; no misfires of any kind, with any ammo I've used. This is my first CZ. I never paid much attention to CZ products before. But the quality of this handgun certainly made me sit up straight and pay attention! The workmanship is the equal of the very best American and European manufacturers — and much better than most. It comes with an extra mag, too. Nice touch, which most makers don't add, in order to save a few bucks. I cannot think of any downside at all to this CZ, and I look forward to lots more shooting fun with this fine weapon. 











Flaviano Ii T

on
10/15/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










First time to order here, I was amazed how the transaction was smooth and very fast in terms of shipping.The pistol really impressed me even the FFL dealer that I make the transfer of pistol.More power Buds and thank you 











Charles W S

on
04/25/2013




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I've probably put 1000 rounds through this without a misfire. Truly enjoyable and I feel safe with it on the bed stand at night. There is a kick but less than one would think because of the weight. In fact, it might be a little too weighty for conceal carry. Easy to disassemble and put back together too. 











Greg T

on
05/17/2011




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










I did my research, and Buds was the cheapest for this pistol. I saved $80.00 and the process was quick and pain-free, even though i reside in California! safe, secure website, with many great deals. The pistol itself, very nice, fits hand like a pistol should, has some weight to it being steel, but feels great in your hand. feels solid, runs any ammo ive thrown in it. somewhat complicated when stripping it, but out of the box, it shoots dead on. 











Donald R

on
08/22/2010




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










Fit and finish are impressive, 100 rounds so far w/o a problem. This is an awesome gun. Not crazy about the paint. should use the new techniques others are using, but thats what they make touch up paint for. This is such a well built gun, I am thinking about buying the CZ2075 RAMI in .40 cal. The service and quickness of Bud's is beyond reproach. They are friendly and I love just looking at their products. I live in the crazy state of Calif where we are very limited by DOJ to 10 rounds or less. More and more manufacturers are stopping to get their products certified because of the cost to them. The XD(M) is not available in the state and will never be. Bud's has a Calif DOJ approved sight but, there are quite a few handguns not listed there but certified in Calif. I just browse the various makes. You guys do a terrific job!! Keep up the outstanding work and service. 











James F

on
01/09/2010




Rating:   5 of 5 Stars!










After installing a wrap-around rubber grip, took it to the range and it was surprisingly comfortable to shoot, even after 100 rounds, and it never missed a beat. The craftsmanship and fit are quality and just tight enough for me. The surface is painted in a durable way, but scratches could likely be touched up fairly easily. Don't forget it's an all-steel chassis and a full-length barrel, so with a full magazine it's a bit on the heavy side and not the smallest handgun out there... But the weight and size helps keep recoil/kick down to a much lower level... It even came with a signed target that has 5 holes in it to show how THIS gun fired at the factory test range, so the owner already can have an idea of the gun's sighting... Bought two more magazines and the optional fat rubber base for all four of them.. And Bud's was great as usual... quick response and in the mail soon thereafter... I'm a happy camper and now will not be getting a 1911 type handgun afterall.. 
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You can use our Live Chat if you have any questions about the item you just added to your shopping cart.
Use Live Chat








×
Have a Question?




As a whole our 4+ million customer's know more about firearms than we do. If you have a general question about a product we highly recommend
that you first try out our customer Q&A feature. More often than not you will receive multiple answers to your question in minutes.
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